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FORMALISATION AND METHODS OF ANALYSIS OF
THE FAST XENOBIOTIC MASS TRANSFER IN THE BODY

Abstract. A novel discrimination and regression method for a quantita-
tive determination of the relative efficiency of “fast” distribution processes of
xenobiotics is discussed. An integral model-independent method for estima-
tion of equilibrium tissue-to-plasma partition ratios is proposed.

1. Introduction. Modelling of xenobiotic distribution assumes that a
body consists of central and several peripheral compartments representing
blood and different organs and tissues [4, 8]. Exchange of xenobiotic between
the central and peripheral compartments occurs by diffusion mass transfer.
In some compartments, metabolic and/or excretion elimination of substances
takes place. Mixing inside compartments eliminates xenobiotic concentration
gradients [11], therefore the rates of mass transfer between central and pe-
ripheral compartments are equal to the product of xenobiotic contents in
each of these compartments and some first order rate constants [11, 12].
The values of mass transfer rate constants are determined by the product of
equally accessible phase partition surfaces (between central and peripheral
compartments [12]) and corresponding diffusion rate constants [6]. It should
be noted that neither of these parameters could be determined during an
in vivo experiment. In conventional pharmacokinetic studies, experimental
data are a series of xenobiotic concentrations in blood (C1t) and other or-
gans and tissues (Cit, as we shall limit our analysis to the compartment
(i) only) in various time intervals following its administration. Therefore,
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the mass balance equation for the compartment i at time t after xenobiotic
administration is written as

(1) Vi

(
dCit

dt

)
= V1 · k1i · C1t − Vi · Cit ·

∑
ki,

where: Vi and V1 are the volumes of the central compartment (1) and the
compartment (i); respectively,

∑
ki = ki1 + ki0 is the sum of the rate con-

stants of mass transfer from the compartment (i) to compartment (1) and
of its elimination from the compartment; k1i is the rate constant of diffusion
from the central compartment to the compartment (i).

2. Methods for determination of xenobiotic distribution con-
stants, based on direct measurements of C1t and Cit. We assume
identical and equally accessible partition surfaces for the diffusion from (1)
to (i) and from (i) to (1). In conditions of prolonged xenobiotic administra-
tion at a constant rate (usually intravenously), steady-state concentrations
are achieved in blood and other compartments. In such conditions, the value
of dCit

dt approaches zero and therefore

(2)
Cit

C1t
≈ V1k1i

Vi
∑

ki
= Kp

where Kp is the constant of xenobiotic distribution between (1) and (i). The
value of Kp when

∑
ki = ki1 and ki0 = 0 is equal to the ratio of the rate

constants of its diffusion into (1) and (i), i.e. corresponds to the value of
the actual thermodynamic constant of xenobiotic distribution between the
compartments.

Following a single pulse administration of a xenobiotic dose into any
compartment other than (i), its concentration in the compartment (i) in-
creases with the duration of the experiment and reaches a maximum value at
t = Tmax,i, which is variable between different compartments. The derivative
of the concentration becomes zero and this allows interpreting experimental
data at t = Tmax,i in accordance with equation (2). At t < Tmax, the value of
Cit/C1t is less than Kp; at t = Tmax it is equal to Kp, while at t > Tmax,i it
is bigger than Kp and asymptotically approaches its real value. This makes
it possible to use the graph in coordinates [Cit/C1t, t] to determine the val-
ues of Kp for the xenobiotic distribution between the central and peripheral
compartments.

3. Methods for determination of constants of xenobiotic distri-
bution between blood and tissues based on integral parameters.
In modern model-independent pharmacokinetic analysis, integrals of drug
concentrations in blood and tissues are presented as “areas under pharma-
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cokinetic curves” (AUC) mostly calculated using the trapezoidal rule, for
example

	t2
t1

Cit dt ≈ AUC
(t1−t2)
i [2, 9].

Integrating equation (1) from zero to infinity and from zero to t, assuming
that for t = 0, Cit = 0 (i.e. integration constants are equal to zero) we obtain:

(3)



	∞
0 Cit dt	∞
0 C1t dt

=
V1 · k1i

Vi
∑

ki
= Kp ≈

AUC
(0−∞)
i

AUC
(0−∞)
1	t

0 Cit dt	t
0 C1t dt

=
V1 · k1i

Vi
∑

ki
− Cit∑

ki

	t
0 C1t dt

≈ Kp −
Cit∑

kiAUC
(0−t)
1

≈
AUC

(0−t)
i

AUC
(0−t)
1

.

The first equation of the system (3) is the basis for determining Kp in mod-
ern pharmacokinetics [1, 4, 5]. We used anamorphosis of the second equation
of the system (3) for graphic analysis of experimental data in coordinates
[AUC

(0−t)
i ], [AUC

(0−t)
1 ] and [AUC

(0−t)
i /AUC

(0−t)
1 , t]. In addition, a regres-

sion method of analysis has been proposed to determine Kp and
∑

ki [12, 13].

4. Fast processes of xenobiotic distribution in the body. To pro-
vide experimental examples of xenobiotic distribution in the present study,
we use our previously reported data on pharmacokinetics of the following
radioactively labeled substances: [3H]-tilorone, [14C]-phenazepam and [14C]-
thiobarbiturates [7, 13].

If the xenobiotic mass transfer kinetics between blood and a tissue corre-
sponds to the mass balance equation (1), then the ratio of blood and tissue
concentration integrals is described by the characteristic linear equation of
the regression analysis:

(4)
	t
0 Cit dt

Cit
= Kp

	t
0 C1t dt

Cit
−
(∑

ki

)−1
.

However, we have observed full correspondence with this prediction only
in the case of the distribution of [14C]-thiobarbiturates in all tissues studied
except for the liver (Fig. 1). Analyzing experimental data using equation (4),
we revealed substantial deviations from linearity in:

(a) all tissues following intravenous administration of [3H]-tilorone and
in liver and lungs after its oral administration;

(b) in brain and liver after intraperitoneal administration of [14C]-phena-
zepam;

(c) in liver after intragastrical administration of [14C]-thiobarbiturates.

To explain such observations, we suggested that in addition to the reversible
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Fig. 1. The ratio between the areas under curves of the total radioactivity and tissue
concentrations of the total radioactivity (AUC

(0−t)
i /Cit) and the ratio between the ar-

eas under curves of total radioactivity in blood and tissue concentrations of the total
radioactivity (AUC

(0−t)
1 /Cit) after intragastrical administration of [14C]-thiobarbiturates

into mice at a dose of 50 mg/kg.

first order processes described by equation (1), there exist fast xenobiotic
distributions into peripheral compartments. In the simplest case, the char-
acteristic time of the fast process equals the reciprocal of the rate constant
in the linear kinetic scheme. The characteristic time of the fast process is
at least an order of magnitude less than: (a) the shortest interval of xeno-
biotic concentration sampling and (b) characteristic times of the processes
analyzed (k−1

1i and k−1
i ). There is a mathematical approach to the approxi-

mate description of the fast processes according to Tikhonov’s theorem [10]
where the process rapidly achieving steady state in the differential equation
can be modeled by an algebraic expression (in other words we assume that
the process has reached its steady state). Thus integrating equation (1) from
zero to t and to infinity, we obtain:

(5)


ViCit = V1k1i

t�

0

C1t dt− Vi

∑
ki

t�

0

Cit dt + J,

Vi

∑
ki

∞�

0

Cit dt = V1k1i

∞�

0

C1t dt + J,

where J is the integration constant equal to the steady state value of the
fast process, that is, to ViCit as t→ 0 (J = ViCi0).
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5. Discrimination method for determination of the fast pro-
cesses of xenobiotic distribution between blood and tissues. We
propose a discrimination method based on the transformation of the first
equation of the system (5) into:

(6)
	t
0 Cit dt	t
0 C1t dt

= Kp −
Cit − Ci0∑
ki

	t
0 Cit dt

.

Plotting the ratio of the integral of xenobiotic concentration in the tissue
to the integral of its concentration in blood in coordinates

[ t�

0

Cit dt/

t�

0

C1t dt; t
]

one can observe the following outcomes:

(a) if fast processes of xenobiotic distribution are absent, i.e. Ci0 = 0,
then this ratio monotonically increases with time from zero to Kp

(Fig. 2A, all tissues except for liver);
(b) if fast processes are dominant (Cit < Ci0 at any value of t), then

the ratio monotonically decreases with time approaching the value
Kp + C0i/(

∑
ki

	∞
0 C1t dt) (Fig. 2A, liver; 2B);

(c) if fast processes are present but not dominant, the ratio of integrals
fluctuates: it decreases initially and subsequently slowly increases
approaching the value Kp + C0i/(

∑
ki

	∞
0 C1t dt) (Fig. 2C).

(A)
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(B)

(C)

Fig. 2. (AUC
(0−t)
i /AUC

(0−t)
1 ) as a function of time: A: after intragastrical administration

of [14C]-thiobarbiturates into mice at a dose of 50 mg/kg; B: after intragastrical adminis-
tration of [14C]-phenazepam into CBA and BALB/c mice at a dose of 14 mg/kg; C: after
intravenous and oral administration of [3H]-amixin into mice at a dose of 50 mg/kg.
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6. Regression methods for determination of fast processes of
xenobiotic distribution between blood and tissues. To determine the
values of Kp and

∑
ki in the presence of fast distribution processes, it is

necessary to subtract the first equation of the system (5) from the second
one and regroup the resulting expression into a linear trinomial:

(7)
(∞�

0

Cit dt−
t�

0

Cit dt
)
/Cit = Kp

(∞�
0

C1t dt−
t�

0

C1t dt
)
/Cit +

1∑
ki

.

Differences of concentration integrals can be replaced by inverse inte-
grals (from +∞ to t). The use of inverse integrals extends the capacity of
the method. If the study encompasses only ascending part of, rather than
the whole, kinetic curve (from zero to T , where T is the terminal experimen-
tal interval) and determination of either (

	∞
0 Cit dt and/or

	∞
0 C1t dt) is not

feasible, then instead of inverse integrals of the concentration it is possible
to use integrals with variable lower bound t (t < T ). Then equation (6) is
transformed into

(8)
(T�

t

Cit dt
)
/(Cit − CiT ) = Kp

(T�

t

C1t dt
)
/(Cit − CiT ) +

1∑
ki

,

where CiT is the xenobiotic concentration in the tissue at time T . An example
of application of equation (8) for calculation of Kp values of [3H]-tilorone in
mice is given in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Graphic interpretation of the equation (8) in coordinates [
	T

t
Cit dt/(Cit − CiT ),	T

t
C1t dt/(Cit − CiT )] for the experimental data on distribution of [3H]-tilorone in mice
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In the general case, for any two time intervals (t1 and t2 > t1) we can
obtain

(9)
(t2�

t1

Cit dt
)
/(Cit1 − Cit2) = Kp

(t2�

t1

C1t dt
)
/(Cit1 − Cit2) +

1∑
ki

.

Regression determination of the xenobiotic quantity that enters a unit
of volume of the compartment (i) as a result of the fast distribution pro-
cess (Ci0) and the sum of its mass transfers (qi =

∑
ki

	∞
0 Cit dt) can be

performed after sequential substitution and transformation of equation (7)
into:

(10)



Cit

Fit − F1t
=

Ci0(1− F1t)
Fit − F1t

+ qi,

Fit =
t�

0

Cit dt/

∞�

0

Cit dt,

F1t =
t�

0

C1t dt/

∞�

0

C1t dt.

The contribution (relative efficiency) of the fast processes to the sum of all
xenobiotic mass transfers into compartment (i) can be expressed as Ci0/qi,
whereas the absolute xenobiotic availability F in the tissue is given by

(11) F = qi/d

where d is the xenobiotic dose (mass of xenobiotic/mass of the animal).
Applying equation (10) to the experimental data of [14C]-phenazepam

distribution in BALB/c mice, we observed that for the liver and the brain
compartment

(12) qi ≈ Ci,

i.e. the drug distributes into these tissues almost exclusively by the fast
processes before the first sampling 30 min after its administration.

If the assumption of equation (2) holds true, then the distribution of
phenazepam between blood, liver and brain is characterized by Kp → 0,
since kli → 0. Thus the system of equations (5) is simplified as follows:

(13) Cit = Ci0 −
∑

ki

t�

0

Cit dt, Ci0 =
∑

ki

∞�

0

Cit dt.

So, the plot of experimental data in coordinates [Cit, AUC
(0−t)
i ] should be

linear and intersect the Y - and X-axes at points Ci0 and Ci0/
∑

ki respec-
tively. As can be seen in Fig. 4, the validity of equation (12) is confirmed.
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Fig. 4. Graphic interpretation of the equation (12) for the experimental data on distribu-
tion of [14C]-phenazepam distribution in BALB/c mice

7. Conclusion. There could be several reasons for fast processes of xeno-
biotic distribution into tissues, discussed in the paper. We shall name the
most obvious ones:

(a) Hepatic and pulmonary first-pass uptake of the drug following its
oral or intraperitoneal administration may precede its entrance into
the arterial blood stream and subsequent distribution from blood to
other tissues. In conditions of intravenous injection, first-pass effect
is noted mainly in lungs.

(b) The ratio of concentrations of free and protein bound xenobiotic may
fluctuate rapidly after intravenous administration.

(c) Lipophilic xenobiotics may be carried into tissues by the one-way
lymphatic system after intragastrical and intraperitoneal adminis-
trations. Such a mechanism could explain irreversibility of the fast
distribution processes.

Independently of the exact nature of the fast processes, they are endowed
with relative ubiquity and efficiency. Mathematical techniques of modern ex-
perimental pharmacokinetics fail to reveal and quantitatively estimate such
kind of processes [1, 2]. As a result, their presence is largely ignored. In the
present study, we outlined theoretical considerations and suggested regres-
sion and discrimination methods that could form initial steps in working out
a formal mathematical apparatus for this area of pharmacokinetics.
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